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Abstract. We developed a stable, reproducible three-dimensional optical phantom for the evaluation of a wide-field endoscopic molecular imaging system. This phantom mimicked a human esophagus structure with flexibility to demonstrate body movements. At the same time, realistic visual appearance and diffuse spectral reflectance properties of the tissue were simulated by a color matching methodology. A photostable dye-in-polymer technology was applied to represent biomarker probed “hot-spot” locations. Furthermore, fluorescent target quantification of the phantom was demonstrated using a 1.2 mm ultrathin scanning fiber endoscope with concurrent fluorescence-reflectance imaging. © 2013 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.18.2.026020]
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1 Introduction

Molecular imaging (also known as immunophotodiagnostic imaging) has drawn increasing interest in the field of diagnostic medicine because of its potential to target disease biomarkers for biopsy and diagnostic purposes.1-3 For example, in gastrointestinal endoscopy, the combination of fluorescence-labeled molecular probes with wide-field multimodal endoscopic devices can provide visualization of detailed biological information at the cellular or subcellular level, holding promise to enhance diagnosis and characterization of early cancer lesions in the GI tract.4-6 In the development of these molecular imaging approaches, it is critical to have realistic, stable and reproducible optical phantoms, to both calibrate endoscope systems and evaluate their performance. Moreover, crucial problems in molecular imaging such as biomarker quantification and mapping of probed disease lesions can be explored in vitro using these realistic phantom models.5,6

One application of molecular endoscopic imaging is the detection of high-grade dysplasia (HGD) and early adenocarcinoma in Barrett’s esophagus.7,8 The mucosa of Barrett’s esophagus has a much greater risk of progression to cancer (30 to 125 times greater than normal esophagus).9 Therefore, surveillance of patients with Barrett’s esophagus is critical for early detection and localization of dysplasia. However, conventional white light endoscopy screening has significant limitations because HGD and early adenocarcinoma lesions usually lie flat on the tissue surface and are endoscopically “invisible” as they do not differ in appearance to the surrounding mucosa.3 Therefore, there is a need for a targeted molecular imaging strategy for early detection and prevention of cancer in patients with Barrett’s esophagus. Furthermore, topical application of targeted fluorescent probes is favored over intravenously administered markers since regulatory limitations are less restrictive for short term exposure to surface contrast agents. Peptide conjugated dyes [e.g., fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)] tend to concentrate in the upper mucosal layers and are activated by shorter wavelength (~480 nm) light sources.10,11 A phantom model developed for simulating Barrett’s esophagus, including the molecular probed surface dysplasia, would be of value for the purposes of instrument calibration and diagnostic algorithm development.

Phantoms are often constructed to simulate tissue optical and/or morphological properties for the development of imaging techniques.12 Among these phantom designs, some were employed with multiple materials to construct stable, multilayer tissue phantoms with essential optical properties,14-16 some were fabricated with three-dimensional structures for the purpose of quantitative optical spectroscopy17 and for the application in photodynamic therapy.18 Additionally, work has also been done incorporating fluorescent nanoparticles into optical phantoms to act as quantitative molecular imaging standards.19,20 However, little has been addressed in the field of optical phantoms for the purpose of simulating fluorescent labeling of targeted surface biomarkers in clinical endoscopy,20 specifically in the field of quantitative fluorescent molecular video-endoscopy. Therefore there is a need to develop optical phantoms for both research purposes and preclinical instrumentation evaluations, which incorporate the simulation of quantifiable surface molecular biomarkers into a multilayer three-dimensional tissue phantom.

Recent studies have demonstrated three-dimensional tissue phantoms with a quantitative subsurface fluorescence contrast agent,20 subsurface tissue autofluorescence,21 as well as phantoms with quantitative quantum dot-based molecular imaging.19 In these studies, deep tissue optical penetration was discussed since the biomarker was buried at the subsurface level. Here, we introduce a synthetic phantom developed to simulate
topically labeled fluorescent biomarkers. Since the biomarker labeling is applied topically to the esophageal tissue, the surface reflectance properties are modeled to accurately mimic the disease condition, whereas synthetic tissue transparency and deep tissue optical penetration were less relevant. This phantom was designed for assisting in the validation of a new multispectral fluorescence endoscope for diagnosing high grade dysplasia and neoplasia. 

A paintable elastomeric material (latex) was selected and used to fabricate a three-dimensional model that is flexible enough to mimic the essential body movements such as opening and closing of the lower esophageal sphincter. Then, a color matching methodology was developed to simulate the visual appearance and diffuse spectral reflectance properties of the tissue. Paint formulations were created to match the visible color properties for a broad spectral range (400 to 700 nm), and a photostable dye was selected which mimics the properties of an FDA approved fluorescent dye (FITC). The dye was diluted to low concentrations and cast into optically thin, rigid forms, to represent low concentration of biomarker labeled disease “hot-spot” locations. The resultant phantom (Fig. 1) is stable, repeatable, economical to fabricate, and has been successfully used to develop image based biomarker labeled quantification techniques.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Phantom Materials

A low-odor, brush-on latex elastomer (RL-451-80, Silpak Inc., Pomona, California) has been chosen as the structural base of the phantom. This latex is a water-ammonia mixture and has been widely used in making theatrical masks. Once shaped into a durable, hollow, cylindrical form the flexible tube mimics adult human esophagus morphology while allowing for physiological simulations, such as the opening and closing of the lower esophageal sphincter as well as other body motions.

Healthy and Barrett’s esophagus mucosa layers were simulated through combining acrylic liquid-based paint colors (Golden Artist Colors Inc., New Berlin, New York) and a gel-based matte medium (Golden Artist Colors Inc., New Berlin, New York). The spectral characteristics of each paint color incorporated were established by obtaining the diffuse reflectance values at different dilutions (1:1, 1:3, 1:7, and 1:10) with Titanium White (Golden Artist Colors Inc., New Berlin, New York). After characterization, paints that displayed the correct spectral features were then combined in appropriate proportions to match the target spectrum. To account for the high viscosity of the paint, reverse pipetting was used and no volumes less than 200 μL were used for the creation of the finalized paint recipes. The mixture was then applied in layers onto the inner surface of the latex cylinder by first inverting the cast latex cylinder before painting. After the paint layers were applied, fluorescent dye-in-polymer targets were placed inside the cylinder to mimic biomarker labeled fluorescent hot-spots.

The dye-in-polymer material contained a substituted 1,8-naphthalimide fluorescent dye (Fluorol, Exciton Inc., Dayton, Ohio) that was diluted in a clear two-part polyurethane resin (AquaClear Resin, ArtMolds, Summit, New Jersey). The Fluorol dye is well characterized, soluble and stable in polymer resins and its excitation and emission spectral features are close to FITC, an FDA-approved dye. FITC itself was not selected for this study because it lacks long-term photostability, while Fluorol has been used in dye laser research where photostability is required.

2.2 Phantom Fabrication

The template mold for the latex was a tubular plastic polyvinyl chloride (PVC) mandrel with 2.5 cm outer diameter that matches the diameter of the adult human esophagus. A simple wooden dowel fixture held the PVC tube, about 25 cm long, in a vertical position during application of the latex material. The latex phantom was fabricated by applying multiple layers of latex to the PVC mandrel in order to construct a phantom with dimensions that resemble that of a typical human esophagus, approximately 25 cm in length and 2.5 cm in diameter. A layer of aluminum foil was placed between the PVC mandrel and the first layer of latex; this prevented the latex from adhering to the PVC mandrel and allowed easy separation of the phantom and the mandrel. The first layer was applied in a thin coat to prevent formation of air pockets as recommended by the supplier of the latex material. Hot air (~75°C) was applied using a hair dryer for approximately 2 min to accelerate the drying process of the first layer. This process of applying thin coats of latex and then drying was repeated until the desired thickness was reached with about 10 accumulated layers, giving a phantom which has ~3 mm wall thickness. The thickness is appropriate for allowing the model to maintain both structural integrity and flexibility.

Fig. 1 (a) A cross-sectional graph illustrating the phantom design. (b) An overview of the resultant phantom.
After storage for 24 h at room temperature, the phantom was then easily removed from the PVC mandrel due to the release property of the aluminum foil layer. The aforementioned paint-gel medium was then brushed onto the inner surface of the latex cylinder in layers, with drying of each layer accelerated using the hair dryer. In this process, the paint formulation simulating healthy esophagus tissue was applied first on the entire inner surface, then the paint layer representing Barrett’s esophagus was applied. Fluorescent targets were attached with transparent adhesive tape to the painted Barrett’s esophagus regions to resemble biomarker labeled HGD and early stages of cancer.

To fabricate the fluorescence targets, a dye-in-polymer material was formed by first dissolving the Fluorol dye powder into part A of the polyurethane resin. Slow stirring and low temperature heating (−45°C to 50°C) were used to dissolve the dye in the resin. Initially a high dye-in-resin concentration (0.01 mol/L) solution was prepared and served as the master batch for further dilution into the final dye concentrations in the micromole/L (μmol/L) range. Finally the diluted part A-dye solution was mixed with part B at a 1:1 ratio by volume, as instructed by the polymer manufacturer. Before mixing, the part A solution was cooled to room temperature. The dilution effect of part B was accounted for in computing the final dye concentration in the solid polymer. Air bubbles from the mixing process were rapidly removed by using a centrifuge (Thermo Scientific Sorvall® Legend® RT) operated at 2400 RPM for 2 min at 2°C. The bubble-free liquid dye-in-resin mixture was then poured into 2.5 cm diameter molds. After 24 h curing at room temperature, the rigid dye-in-polymer material was removed from the mold; the solid cylindrical castings were then sliced into thin disks using a Saw Microtome (Leica SP1600, Leica Microsystems, Nussloch, Germany). The thin (0.5 to 1.0 mm) disks were then die-cut into distinctive star shapes, which were then mounted onto the inner surface of the phantom to simulate targeted biomarker hot-spots. The concentration of these simulated fluorescent hot-spots was in the range of 1 to 100 μmol/L to match the in vivo human topical dye-peptide concentration.

### 2.3 Methods

The painted inner layer diffuse reflectance was measured with an Integrating Sphere (ISP-REF, Ocean Optics Inc., Dunedin, Florida) and a spectrometer (USB2000+, Ocean Optics Inc.). A 99% diffuse reflectance Labsphere Spectralon target (SRT-99-020, North Sutton, New Hampshire) was used as the reference standard. Data were analyzed and plotted offline.

The fluorescent dye-in-polymer’s capability as a quantitative standard was tested for validation. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 2. These targets with concentration ratio of 1:2:3:4 were excited with a 444 nm laser (Blue Sky Research, Milpitas, California) at a fixed distance and angle. The emission spectra were measured using the aforementioned Ocean Optics spectrometer; with a 450 nm longpass filter (NT62-982, Edmund Optics Inc. Barrington, New Jersey) at the spectrometer entrance aperture to attenuate the excitation laser light. The emission intensity for each fluorescent target was calculated as the area under the emission curve and then, the dye concentration versus fluorescence intensity relationship was plotted.

### 2.4 Imaging Platform

The scanning fiber endoscope (SFE) is an ultrathin and flexible endoscope device developed in our laboratory. It provides high-quality live videos and images with wide field-of-view (up to 100-deg). The SFE has been tested in vivo in digestive tracts (esophagus, stomach, and bile duct), as well as other parts of the body such as dental tissue and airways (pig).

In the present study, a 1.2 mm diameter SFE endoscope was used. Briefly, red (635 nm), green (532 nm), and blue (444 nm) lasers can be launched collectively or selectively at the proximal end of the SFE and transmitted to the distal end using a single mode illumination fiber. Diffuse reflected light from the target is collected by a concentric ring of optical fibers surrounding the central scanning fiber and lenses. For the 1.2 mm diameter SFE, 68 high-NA (50 μm diameter) multimode optical fibers were used. Details concerning the SFE imaging system are described elsewhere.

The ability of the SFE to perform fluorescence quantification was assessed by using the aforementioned calibrated dye-in-polymer targets. Fluorescence images of the targets excited by a 444 nm laser were taken with the SFE at a fixed angle and distance. The fluorescence intensity was calculated by selecting a target region in the resultant images and calculating an average intensity for all pixels enclosed in this target.

---

Fig. 2 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup to quantify targets’ fluorescence.
The dye-in-polymer concentration versus fluorescence intensity relationship was then plotted and compared to the spectrometer results to verify linearity.

White light reflectance SFE imaging of the phantom was performed and recorded. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), the standard SFE RGB reflectance imaging system uses blue (444 nm), green (532 nm) and red (635 nm) laser illuminations, and the RGB signals are then simultaneously detected and amplified by three individual photomultiplier tubes (PMTs).

Concurrent dual-modal imaging [Fig. 3(b)] was achieved by configuring the SFE such that the standard green channel was converted into the fluorescence mode by deactivating the standard green laser so that only fluorescence signals in the green spectrum were recorded. The standard red channel was used for simultaneous reflectance imaging.

3 Results

3.1 Color Matching and Diffuse Reflectance

Initially paint recipes were formulated wherein constituent paint ratios were adjusted so that the resulting diffuse reflectance values (Fig. 6) approached that of the published nondysplastic BE. As the paint reflectance values approached those of the published spectrum, a disparity emerged between the formulated paint recipes and the widely reported salmon-red color appearance of Barrett’s esophagus.

Therefore, color calculations were conducted, based on the 1931 CIE spectral response functions (\( \bar{x}, \bar{y}, \bar{z} \)) to quantify the visual appearance of the paint recipes. The color calculation methodology is shown in Fig. 4. We found that the published spectral reflectance of nondysplastic BE tissue corresponded to an off-white color instead of the widely recognized salmon-red BE color. Furthermore, a color calculation was also performed using the spectral reactivity of salmon fish fillet. In addition to the spectral reflectance data, the calculations included the relative spectral intensity of a xenon arc light source (Cermax® Xenon, Excilites Technologies Corp., Fremont, California) that is widely used in modern endoscopes. The results are presented as Fig. 5 and Table 1.

In addition, color calculations based on the reflectance data collected from healthy oral mucosa were consistent with our visual observation of oral tissue. Therefore, the salmon fillet...
spectra and oral spectra were selected as the representative baseline spectra for BE and healthy esophageal mucosa, respectively. Paint recipes were then optimized to match these guidelines. In addition, we solicited guidance from a panel of experienced Gastroenterologist clinicians to verify paint colors. The final paint recipes are shown in Table 2, all paints used are from Golden Artist Colors Inc.

3.2 Fluorol Dye-in-Polymer Target Calibration

The dye-in-polymer targets produced an emission that peaked at 500 nm when excited by a 444 nm SFE laser (Fig 7). The observed emission spectrum matched the published profile of the fluorescent dye in an acrylic plastic. Targets were saw cut into 750 μm thick disks and then die-cut into distinctive star shapes (Fig 8) with concentrations at 25, 50, 75, and 100 μmol/L. Figure 9(a) shows the fluorescence intensity as a function of dye-in-polymer concentration and Fig. 9(b) presents the SFE fluorescence image analysis of the same dye-in-polymer targets. Both sets of data showed a similar linear behavior.

3.3 Phantom Imaging Using the SFE

The SFE probe was centered in the esophagus phantom via an in-house designed apparatus, which mimics an endoscope’s working channel for transporting the SFE probe into the esophagus. White light and dual mode imaging of the lower esophagus

Table 1 Calculated color coordinates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Light source</th>
<th>Ref. 29 BE</th>
<th>Phantom BE</th>
<th>Salmon</th>
<th>Phantom healthy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cermax</td>
<td>0.2969,0.3286</td>
<td>0.4070, 0.3373</td>
<td>0.5089,0.3620</td>
<td>0.3769,0.3378</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 Paint recipes of simulated tissue diffuse reflectance and colors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tissue type</th>
<th>Paint ratios (by weight)</th>
<th>Paint ratios (by weight)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrett’s esophagus</td>
<td>[Qc:Pr:Gg:PgL:PrL]</td>
<td>(16:6:4:3:6)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Pr = Pyrrole red
Qm = Quinacridone magenta
Hy = Hansa yellow
Pb = Phthalo blue
Gg = Green gold
PgL = Permanent green Light
TW = Titanium White
Qc = Quinacridone crimson
PrL = Pyrrole red Light
phantom were performed with finger pressure to simulate the opening and closing of the artificial lower esophageal sphincter (Figs. 10 and 11).

An *in vitro* SFE image-based fluorescence quantification study was conducted using the realistic esophagus phantom. Quantitative data were obtained by setting fixed gain and offset on the PMTs as well as the digital image formation process through the SFE’s computer user interface. Therefore the pixel intensity of the images corresponded to the fluorescence target concentrations and distance from the SFE scope distal end.

The quantification of fluorescence signal was achieved by using an empirically optimized nonlinear ratio-metric algorithm, to compensate for the distance differences between the fluorescent targets and the endoscope due to the targets’ relative orientation and separations (Fig. 12). This distance compensation (DC) algorithm was applied to the simultaneously acquired and thus coregistered fluorescence (F) and reflectance (R) images. A pixel-by-pixel intensity computation using a nonlinear ratio of the fluorescence and red channel reflectance \( \frac{F}{(R^{1.5})} \) yielded excellent results.

Before DC, the image intensity ratio of two targets with the same dye concentration yielded different values with average errors \( \sim 92\% \) for sphincter open mode and \( \sim 39\% \) for closed mode. However, the average error after correction was \( \sim 8\% \) and \( \sim 4\% \), respectively, resulting in a 91\% error reduction for

---

**Fig. 7** Fluorol dye-in-polymer emission spectra under 444 nm laser excitation, measured by a calibrated spectrometer.

**Fig. 8** Photo representations of dye-in-polymer. (a) \( \sim 750\) μm thin disks, (b) die-cut distinctive star shaped targets.

**Fig. 9** (a) Fluorescent target emission intensity recorded with a spectrometer as a function of dye concentration. (b) Fluorescent target SFE image intensity as a function of dye concentration.
sphincter open mode and 89% for closed mode (Table 3). Statistical analysis (paired student-t test, one-tail, $\alpha = 0.05$) compared the before and after correction image intensity errors, and result showed the algorithm significantly ($p < 0.02$) increased accuracy of target quantification on both modes (Table 3).

A custom software user interface was also developed to allow real-time video processing and display of the color-coded map of the distance corrected fluorescence hot-spots with relative quantifications.

4 Discussion

A BE phantom was constructed which matched the primary targeted geometric characteristics of the esophagus, measuring 2.5 cm in width and 22 cm in length. This phantom was firm enough to maintain its structure without extra support while also allowing for mechanical manipulation to simulate body motions such as lower esophageal sphincter open and closure.

White light SFE images of the phantom were recorded with a 1.2 mm diameter SFE scope aligned at the center axis of the phantom looking in the direction of the simulated BE tissue. Under white light, the upper portion of the color-matched phantom presented whitish-pink normal esophagus mucosa and in the lower portion a salmon-red BE color. The overall appearance of the phantom exhibited similar physical appearance of the tissue morphology. Overall, red reflected light is more uniformly scattered by the tissue morphology. In addition, red reflected light is more uniformly scattered by the tissue morphology.

The BE diffuse reflectance spectra from the phantom inner surface showed much higher orange-red reflectance compared to the blue-green reflectance. This was similar to the trend observed in the diffuse reflectance spectra feature of Atlantic salmon fillet. As shown in the CIE 1931 color chromaticity diagram (Fig. 5), the referenced Atlantic salmon fillet fell into a distinct red region whereas the previously published BE color is located at an off-white region. The simulated BE color coordinates were close to the salmon-red color region.

In dual mode SFE imaging, concurrent red reflectance image and fluorescent targets were readily visible (Figs. 11 and 12). The real-time SFE concurrent fluorescence and reflectance view provides a geometric alignment that is lacking in systems with nonconcurrent fluorescence/reflectance image capture. Moreover, enhanced spectral imaging (ESI, also known as narrow band imaging) is an enabled feature in the SFE. When wavelength specific spectral imaging is needed, for example in BE ablation surveillance or observation of tissue vascular network, the ESI can be easily performed. One future modification of the phantom would be the addition of a simulated vascular network for the study of narrow band imaging in BE, or other common esophageal diseases such as esophageal varices.

The DC algorithm was applied to both lower sphincter open and closed modes using a 1.2 mm SFE endoscope. The results showed distance normalization of the perceived intensities (Fig. 12). This compensation significantly improved the accuracy of target fluorescence intensity quantification. According to the quantitative analysis in Table 3, after applying the DC algorithm, the targets’ intensity error for sphincter open and closed modes has been reduced by 91.3% and 88.8%, respectively. The red reflected light was selected because the red wavelengths are less absorbed by hemoglobin and therefore less influenced by changes in vascularity among diseased tissues. In addition, red reflected light is more uniformly scattered by the tissue morphology. Overall, red light provides a more uniform reflectance image of the target geometry than blue/green colors. The robustness of this algorithm was also tested for scenarios when the endoscope is not aligned with the esophagus center axis, and results yielded consistent normalized image intensity (data not included).

The present esophagus phantom does not include autofluorescence (AF). Collagen is believed to be primarily responsible
for esophageal AF\cite{17,3,48} when the wavelength of the excitation light is in the 350 to 370 nm range. However, when the excitation wavelength is longer than 440 nm, results from extensive searching of published collagen excitation-emission matrix (EEM) data\cite{21,49-52} indicate that the collagen AF decreases by a factor of 3× to 5× compared to the maximum at 350 to 370 nm excitation. Since the present phantom is intended for molecular imaging studies at wavelengths longer than 440 nm, it was assumed that AF would not be a significant confounding factor. AF could be simulated if necessary by adding collagen material to the paint formulation.

In the current study, the net esophagus diffuse reflection, including surface and shallow subsurface light scattering was simulated. Since the primary interest of this phantom is for molecular imaging studies at wavelengths longer than 440 nm, it was assumed that AF would not be a significant confounding factor. AF could be simulated if necessary by adding collagen material to the paint formulation.

Fig. 12 Phantom application: the SFE distance compensation (DC) algorithm development. (a) Sphincter open mode; (b) sphincter closed mode; (1-a) before DC SFE dual-mode (reflectance-fluorescence) image; (1-b) before DC colormap of the fluorescence image from (1-a); (2) After DC colormap of the fluorescence image from (1-a).
simulation of topically applied surface fluorescent labels, deep tissue light optical penetration and scattering were not included. A biomarker that is located on the cell surface is epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR). However, this EGFR biomarker is overexpressed in only 35% of HGD specimens in Barrett's esophagus. HGD has a high probability of advancing to esophageal adenocarcinoma, which in turn has a low survival rate (ten to fifteen percent). Therefore, molecular imaging devices may utilize more than one dye label to improve sensitivity and specificity. The phantom model developed in this study can be adapted to include additional fluorescent dye species representing labeling of more than one biomarker. The coincident emission signature from multiple dyes is expected to provide a more accurate disease state diagnosis than a single wavelength marker. This coincident emission signature from multispectral molecular probes could be obtained concurrently using the multichannel photodetection feature of the SFE. If the administration of multiple probes is restricted to time sequential applications, image alignment can be realized with an image stitching algorithm.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a new color-matched and fluorescence labeled esophagus phantom for clinical wide-field endoscopy applications. The three-dimensional (3-D) structure of the resultant phantom was semi-rigid with enough flexibility to mimic body movements. Also, through a color-matching methodology, the perceived phantom tissue color and diffuse spectral reflectance were reconciled to simulate the clinically observed characteristics of typical human healthy and Barrett’s esophagus. We also demonstrated a dye-in-polymer method to quantitatively simulate surface fluorescence labels. This proposed phantom provides exciting opportunities for assisting in the validation of novel endoscopic imaging systems, such as the wide-field multi-spectral fluorescence SFE, as well as image-based fluorescence quantification, and other image processing algorithm developments.
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**Table 3** Comparison of targets quantification before and after distance compensation (DC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location (L)</th>
<th>Expected IR</th>
<th>after DC IR</th>
<th>IR before DC</th>
<th>IR after DC</th>
<th>IR before DC</th>
<th>IR after DC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1/L2</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.685</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
<td>14.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1/L3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>2.305</td>
<td>0.943</td>
<td>130.5%</td>
<td>5.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1/L4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.042</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>204.2%</td>
<td>8.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1/L3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.368</td>
<td>1.099</td>
<td>36.8%</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1/L4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.806</td>
<td>1.066</td>
<td>80.6%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1/L4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.319</td>
<td>0.970</td>
<td>31.9%</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paired Student’s t-test (one-tail) \( p = 0.013 \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location (L)</th>
<th>Expected IR</th>
<th>after DC IR</th>
<th>IR before DC</th>
<th>IR after DC</th>
<th>IR before DC</th>
<th>IR after DC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1/L2</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.227</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1/L3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.510</td>
<td>1.087</td>
<td>51.0%</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1/L4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.764</td>
<td>1.035</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2/L3</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.231</td>
<td>1.089</td>
<td>23.1%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L2/L4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.438</td>
<td>0.998</td>
<td>43.8%</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L3/L4</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>1.169</td>
<td>0.952</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Paired Student’s t-test (one-tail) \( p = 0.007 \)

IR = intensity ratio; DC = distance compensation
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